In this lecture we are going to explore the key features of the complexity approach to
social entrepreneurship.
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Like the Social Innovation School perspective, Social entrepreneurs who take a
complexity approach focus on creating systems change.
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But whereas the Social Innovation School social entrepreneurs reform the existing
state of society’s most pressing problems by selecting and addressing some of the
underpinning causal factors of the problem – the ones that they consider will produce
the greatest impact (Martin& Osberg, 2015).
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Social Entrepreneurs from a Complexity Perspective focus on transitioning the whole
system to a new state for the system that has increased system functioning. This new
state is where the initiatives within the system work more coherently together and
are more effective at addressing the complex social policy problem as a whole.
The reason why the complexity approach to social entrepreneurship does not just
select and address the underpinning causal factors of the problem that they consider
will produce the greatest impact, is that the complexity approach recognises the
interdependencies between the underpinning causal factors of the problem. It
considers that if you address just some of the underpinning causal factors there can
be unforeseen circumstances for other parts of the problem due to the positive and
negative feedback loops between the underpinning causal factors.
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Therefore the complexity approach to social entrepreneurship focuses on transitioning at the
same time, all of the initiative that are addressing any of the underpinning causal factors for a
complex social policy problem. It transitions all of them to a more effective and coherent
systemic social innovation way of working that is better able to address the complex social policy
problem.
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The complexity approach to social entrepreneurship uses the complexity science
concept of an attractor to describe a specific state for how a collection of initiatives
behave together.
This is a diagram of an attractor that represents a collection of initiatives that are
addressing parts of a complex social policy problem. The initiatives are locked into a
current way of working together.
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The complexity approach to social entrepreneurship focuses on shifting a collection
of initiatives that are addressing the multitude of underpinning causal factors of a
complex social policy problem from one attractor, from one state, to a new attractor,
a new state where initiatives are recombined and work more coherently together so
that they are more effective at addressing the problem.
This diagram shows this shift from the original attractor to a new attractor. – from
one state to a new state – from A1 in Panel 1 to A2 at Panel 5..
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The conditions for transitions that are promoted by a complexity social
entrepreneurship approach include: fostering the emergence of innovation, allowing
self-organising social processes to occur, and promoting coherence between diverse
community stakeholders.
The application of complexity science to social entrepreneurship builds upon the
application of complexity science to leadership studies – these leadership approaches
are referred to as complex systems leadership theory.
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Four of these complex systems leadership theories are:
• Leadership of emergence
• Tools for managing in a complex context
• Generative leadership, and
• Complexity leadership theory
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